
SAS® Event Stream Processing 
4.3: Using the XML Layer

Using the ESP Server

Overview to the Server

The ESP server is an engine executable that instantiates and executes projects. Each engine can contain zero 
or more projects. The ESP server supports two sets of HTML services:

n an administrative service for control communication through which you can start, stop, create, and remove 
projects. You can also publish events and query windows.

n a publish/subscribe service to support Streamviewer.

The ESP server supports Insert, Update, Upsert, and Delete opcodes. It uses pi_HASH as the default primary 
index. You can set the primary index at the project, continuous query, or window level.

Note: The ESP server does not support Kerberos authentication in Windows environments.

Starting and Using the Server

Use the $DFESP_HOME/bin/dfesp_xml_server command to start the server.

Start the server one of two ways:

n execute it as a stand-alone engine with pre-defined projects using the -model argument. Starting the server 
with a specified model does not preclude the dynamic arrangement of projects.

n run it as a factory server where projects are dynamically created, started, stopped, and destroyed using the -
http-admin argument.

The following command arguments are optional. When you invoke the command without arguments, you get a 
usage statement.



Command Arguments for the XML Server

Argument Description

-auth mechanism Enables authentication using the specified mechanism, which is one of the following 
values:

saslogon://host:port?user=user

Restricts publish/subscribe activity to the specified user.

oauth://OAuth_User

Restricts activity to the specified OAuth_User.

kerberos://Kerberos_Service_Name

Restricts activity to the specified Kerberos service.

-model url Specifies the URL to the XML model. Use the URL notation for files, specifying the full 
path to the XML model (file://path).

-http-admin port Specifies the port on which to receive HTTP administration requests.

-meta 
metafield=metavalue
<&metafield=metaval
ue...>

Specifies additional string fields to append to metering windows.

When metafield is enableMetaProject, metavalue can be true or false. The 
value is false by default, which leads to the system ignoring any other metafield.

When metafield is meteringfields, specify metavalue as a string that contains one 
or more comma-separated field names.

When metafield is meteringvalues, specify metavalue as a string that contains one 
or more comma-separated field values.

When metafield is meteringinterval, specify metavalue as a string containing the 
metering interval in seconds.

For example:-meta 
enableMetaProject=true&meteringfields=field1,field2,field3&
meteringvalues=value1,value2,value3&meteringinterval=3.

For more information, see “Using Metering Windows” in SAS Event Stream Processing: 
Creating and Using Windows.

—pubsub n Specifies the publish/subscribe port.

-dateformat f Specifies the strptime. string

-messages dir Specifies the directory in which to search for localized message files.

-xsd file Specifies the schema file for validation.

-plugindir dir Specifies the directory in which to search for dynamically loaded plug-ins, defaults to 
plugins.

-logconfig file Specifies the SAS logging facility configuration file.

—loglevel levels Sets the initial logging level. Set level to off | trace | debug | info | 
warn | error | fatal.

You can set the initial logging level for individual logging contexts. For example:

dfesp_xml_server —loglevel “esp=trace,common.http=debug”...

sets the level to trace for the ESP logger and to debug for the HTTP classes.
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Argument Description

-http-pubsub port Sets up a publish/subscribe HTTP server that uses the specified port.

-badevents file Specifies the file to which bad events are written.

-restore path Specifies the path from which SAS Event Stream Processing restores a project.

Determining How Windows Use the CPU

You can use $DFESP_HOME/bin/dfesp_xml_top to determine how windows in a specific project use the 
CPU. The command generates XML code that appears on the console.

Required Argument Description

-h host:port Specifies the host:port of the ESP server.

-p project Specifies the project about which to report CPU utilization.

Optional Argument Description

-m CPU_load Suppresses information about windows that consume less than the specified CPU load. For 
example, -m 50 suppresses the display of windows that consume less than 50% of the CPU.

-i refresh Specifies how often to refresh the reported information. The default value is 2 seconds.

? Echoes usage information.

The following command displays CPU usage about the project textTopic that is running on espsrv01. All 
windows in the project are displayed; -m 0 displays output when the CPU load is greater than 0.

dfesp_xml_top –h espsrv01:31415 –p textTopic –m 0

Here is the output:

<project-stats>
    <project name='textTopic'>
        <contquery name='cq'>
            <window cpu='98.5038'  interval='2020392' name='textTopicAnalysis'/>
            <window cpu='1.26708'  interval='2020391' name='textTopicNames'/>
            <window cpu='0.944866' interval='2020392' name='textTopicStats'/>
            <window cpu='0.201199' interval='2020392' name='rate'/>
            <window cpu='0.12265'  interval='2020391' name='textInput'/>
        </contquery>
    </project>
</project-stats>
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Sending HTTP Requests to the ESP Server 
Through the RESTful API

Overview

You can use commands to send HTTP requests directly to the ESP server. You can send these commands 
through any client that is capable of formatting an HTTP request:

n a web browser

Note: Web browsers can run only GET requests.

n the UNIX curl command, which sends HTTP requests to a web server. Responses appear on the console.

You can send these commands only when you invoke $DFESP_HOME/bin/dfesp_xml_server —http-
admin port or$DFESP_HOME/bin/dfesp_xml_client from the command line.

The context name is ESP, thus making the base URI:

http://www.example.com:port/SASESP

The API responds with a standard error format to any error condition encountered during the processing of a 
request. For clients that receive JSON, the error format is as shown:

{
   "errorCode": integer-error-code,
   "httpStatusCode": integer-HTTP-status code,
   "details": [
      "Additional text to describe the error",
      "There may be 0 or more detail strings"
   ],
   "links": [],
   "message": "error message",
   "remediation": "possible ways to remediate this error 
(i.e. list missing fields, fields out of range, etc.)",
   "version": 1
}

Otherwise, the error format is as shown:

<error errorCode=integer-error-code httpStatusCode=integer-HTTP-status-code>
   <details>
      <detail>Additional text to describe the error</detail>
      <detail>There may be 0 or more detail strings</detail>
   </details>
   <links/>
   <message>error message</message>
   <remediation>Remediation message</remediation>
   <version>1</version>
</error>

For a list of HTTP requests for the Event Generator, see HTTP Interface to the Event Generator.

For a list of HTTP requests for the Router, see HTTP Interface to the Router.
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Event Stream Processing Projects

A user must have Read access to the event stream processing engine in order to use GET commands.

Command Path Description

GET /projects Retrieve all projects from the server.

Parameters

schema (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include window 
schema information in the response.

GET /projects?name=... Retrieve projects that are listed in a '|' separated list of project names.

The simplest form of subsetting supports equality tests on one or 
more attributes of the collection elements. The tests use multiple 
query parameters that match the member names.

n The parameter name is the object member name or a 
nested name: identifier ( '.' identifier )

n the parameter value is the selection value or a | separated 
list of string alternatives, as shown in the following 
path:.../defects?
open=true&product=CUSTINTELMID|CISTUDIO|
CIDATA 

There is an implicit AND operation applied to multiple query attributes. 
The previously shown path is functionally equivalent to this abstract 
filter: open = true AND product in 
(CUSTINTELMID,CISTUDIO,CIDATA) 

Parameters

schema (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include window 
schema information in the response.

Example:
/projects?name=Proj1|Proj2

GET /projects?filter=... Retrieve projects that are returned by the query specified in the filter 
function.

The valid attribute names to use in the function are as follows:

name - project name.

Parameters

schema (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include window 
schema information in the response.

Examples
/projects?filter=match(name,'MyProj[13]')
/projects?filter=in(name,'MyProj1','MyProj5')
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Command Path Description

GET /projects/projectID Retrieve the project that is specified by projectID, if the project 
exists.

Parameters

schema (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include window 
schema information in the response.

A user must have Write access to the event stream processing engine to create new projects. If the project 
already exists and the overwrite parameter is set to TRUE, then a user must have Write access to the existing 
project. If the project does not already exist, the user who created the project has full permissions on it.

Command Path Description

PUT /projects/projectID Create a new project named projectID. You can specify a 
projectUrl parameter that points to the project definition. If the 
parameter is not set, then the request body is expected to contain the 
project definition.

Parameters

overwrite (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to overwrite the 
project if it already exists.

connectors (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to start the 
connectors.

start (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to start the project.

projectUrl (optional)
URL that contains the project definition.

_body (optional)
The request body that can contain the project definition.

PUT /projects/projectID/
state?value=running

Set the state of the project that is specified by projectID to 
running (start the project).

PUT /projects/projectID/
state?value=stopped

Set the state of the project that is specified by projectID to 
stopped (stop the project).

PUT /projects/projectID/
state?value=modified

Set the state of the project that is specified by projectID to 
modified (add, modify, or delete windows according to the supplied 
XML project definition).

PUT /projects/projectID/
state?value=persisted

Set the state of the project that is specified by projectID to 
persisted (save the project).

PUT /projects/projectID/
state?value=restored

Set the state of the project that is specified by projectID to 
restored (restore the project).
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Command Path Description

PUT /projects/projectID/
state?
value=connectorsStarte
d

Set the state of the project that is specified by projectID to 
connectorsStarted (start the connectors for the project).

PUT /projects/projectID/
state?projectUrl

Set a value pointing to a URL that contains the project definition.

PUT /projects/projectID/
state?path

Set the path to use to either store or retrieve the project data. This is 
used with the persisted and restored states.

A user must have Write access to a project in order to delete it.

Command Path Description

DELETE /projects Delete all projects in the server.

DELETE /projects/projectID Delete the project that is specified by projectID, if the project 
exists.

DELETE /projects?name=... Delete the projects that are listed in a '|' separated list of project 
names.

Example

/projects?name=Proj1|Proj2

DELETE /projects?filter=... Delete the projects returned by the query that is specified in the filter 
parameter.

The valid attribute names to use in the functions are:

name - project name.

Examples
/projects?filter=match(name,'MyProj[13]')
/projects?filter=in(name,'MyProj1','MyProj5')

DELETE /projects/{projectID} Remove the project specified by projectID, if it exists.

Running Event Stream Processing Projects

A user must have Read access to the event stream processing engine in order to use GET commands.
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Command Path Description

GET /runningProjects Retrieve all running projects in the server

Parameters

name (optional)
Retrieve projects named in a '|' separated list of projects 
(defaults to ALL).

filter (optional)
Retrieve the projects that are returned by the query 
specified in the filter parameter.

schema (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include window 
schema information in the response.

Examples
/runningProjects?name=Proj1|Proj2
/runningProjects?filter=match(name,'MyProj[13]')
/runningProjects?filter=in(name,'MyProj1','MyProj5')

GET /runningProjects/
projectID

Retrieve the running project that is specified by projectID, if the 
project exists.

Parameters

schema (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include window 
schema information in the response.

GET /runningProjects?
name=...

Retrieve the running projects listed in a '|' separated list of project 
names.

Example
/runningProjects?name=Proj1|Proj2

GET /runningProjects?
filter=...

Retrieve the running projects returned by the query that are 
specified in the filter parameter.

The valid attribute names to use in the functions are:

name - project name.

Examples:
/runningProjects?filter=match(name,'MyProj[13]')
/runningProjects?filter=in(name,'MyProj1','MyProj5')

A user must have Write access to a project in order to move it to a running state.

Command Path Description

POST /runningProjects Start all projects in the server.

POST /runningProjects/
projectID

Start the project specified by projectID, if the project exists.
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Command Path Description

POST /runningProjects?
name=...

Start the projects listed in a '|' separated list of project names.

Example
/runningProjects?name=Proj1|Proj2

POST /runningProjects?
filter=...

Start the projects that are returned by the query that is specified in 
the filter parameter.

The valid attribute names to use in the functions are:

name - project name.

Examples:
/runningProjects?filter=match(name,'MyProj[13]')
/runningProjects?filter=in(name,'MyProj1','MyProj5')

Stopped Event Stream Processing Projects

A user must have Read access to the event stream processing engine in order to use GET commands.

Command Path Description

GET /stoppedProjects Retrieve all stopped projects in the server

Parameters

schema (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include window 
schema information in the response.

GET /stoppedProjects/
projectID

Retrieve the stopped project specified by projectID, if the project 
exists.

GET /stoppedProjects?
name=... 

Retrieve the stopped projects listed in a '|' separated list of project 
names.

Example:
/stoppedProjects?name=Proj1|Proj2

GET /stoppedProjects?
filter=...

Retrieve the stopped projects that are returned by the query specified 
in the filter parameter.

The valid attribute names to use in the functions are:

name - project name

Examples:
/stoppedProjects?filter=match(name,'MyProj[13]')
/stoppedProjects?filter=in(name,'MyProj1','MyProj5')

A user must have Write access to a project in order to move it to a stopped state.
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Command Path Description

POST /stoppedProjects Stop all projects in the server.

POST /stoppedProjects/
projectID

Stop the project that is specified by projectID, if the project 
exists.

POST /stoppedProjects?
name=... 

Stop the projects that are listed in a '|' separated list of project 
names.

Example:

/stoppedProjects?name=Proj1|Proj2

POST /stoppedProjects?
filter=...

Stop the projects that are returned by the query specified in the filter 
parameter.

The valid attribute names to use in the functions are:

name - project name

Examples:
/stoppedProjects?filter=match(name,'MyProj[13]')
/stoppedProjects?filter=in(name,'MyProj1','MyProj5')

Event Stream Processing Windows

A user must have Read access to the containing continuous query in order to user the GET command on 
windows.

Command Path Description

GET /windows Retrieve windows from the server.

Parameters

schema (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include window 
schema information in the response.

avro (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to return the schema 
in AVRO format, provided that the schema parameter is set 
to TRUE. Setting this to true can be useful when you 
configure the Apache NiFi PutESP processor.

count (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include the number 
of events contained in the window the response.

Examples:
/windows?project=MyProject1&contquery=MyQuery1|MyQuery2
/windows?type=window-source|window-pattern
/windows?name=trades|brokerAlerts
/windows?filter=and(match(project,'My.*[13]'),eq(name,'trades'))
/windows?filter=in(type,'window-source','window-pattern')
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Command Path Description

GET /windows/projectID/
contqueryID/windowID

Retrieve the window specified by projectID, contqueryID, 
and windowID.

Parameters

schema (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include window 
schema information in the response.

Avro (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to return the schema 
in AVRO format, provided that the schema parameter is set 
to TRUE. Setting this to true can be useful when you 
configure the Apache NiFi PutESP processor.

count (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include the number 
of events contained in the window the response.

GET /windows?
project=...&contquery
=...&name=...&type=..
.

Retrieve the windows that match the specified criteria. All of the 
parameter values are '|' separated lists of values.

Parameters

schema (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include window 
schema information in the response.

Avro (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to return the schema 
in AVRO format, provided that the schema parameter is set 
to TRUE. Setting this to true can be useful when you 
configure the Apache NiFi PutESP processor.

count (optional)
Boolean value that indicates whether to include the number 
of events contained in the window the response.

Examples
/windows?project=MyProject1&contquery=MyQuery1|MyQuery2
/windows?type=window-source|window-pattern
/windows?name=trades|brokerAlerts
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Command Path Description

GET /windows?filter=... Retrieve the windows that are returned by the query specified in the 
filter parameter.

The valid attribute names to use in the functions are:

n project - project name

n contquery - continuous query name

n name - window name

n type - window type

Parameters

schema
Boolean value that indicates whether to include window 
schema information in the response.

count
Boolean value that indicates whether to include the number 
of events contained in the window the response.

Avro
Boolean value that indicates whether to return the schema 
in AVRO format, provided that the schema parameter is set 
to TRUE. Setting this to true can be useful when you 
configure the Apache NiFi PutESP processor.

Examples:
/windows?filter=and(match(project,'My.*[13]'),eq(name,'trades'))
/windows?filter=in(type,'window-source','window-pattern')

A user must have Write access to a window in order to set its state.
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Command Path Description

PUT /windows/projectID/
contqueryID/windowID/
state?value=injected

Inject events into the source window specified by projectID, 
contqueryID, and windowID.

Parameters

eventUrl
Optional value pointing to a URL containing the event data. 
If the parameter is not set, then the request body is 
expected to contain the event data.

blocksize
Optional value specifying the number of events per 
injection block.

quiesce
Optional Boolean value that indicates whether to quiesce 
the project before sending the response.

dateformat
Optional date format to use when processing dates in the 
input date. Use this with the injected state.

_body
Optional request body that contains CSV event data.

PUT /windows/projectID/
contqueryID/windowID/
state?value=tracingOn

Turn tracing on for the window that is specified by projectID, 
contqueryID, and windowID.

PUT /windows/projectID/
contqueryID/windowID/
state?
value=tracingOff 

Turn tracing off for the window that is specified by projectID, 
contqueryID, and windowID.

Event Stream Processing Events

A user must have Read access to a window in order to retrieve events from it.
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Command Path Description

GET /events/projectID/
contqueryID/windowID

Return all the events from the window that are specified by 
projectID, contqueryID, and windowID.

Parameters

start =
zero-based index of the first event to return.

limit = 
the number of events to return

sortBy = field:ascending | descending
The name of the event field on which to sort with the 
optional sort direction. When no sort direction is specified, 
the sort is in descending order.

Example:
/events/trades/tradecq/brokerAlerts

GET /events/projectID/
contqueryID/windowID?
field1=value&field2=v
alue&...

Retrieve all events from the window that are specified by 
projectID, contqueryID, and windowID that have fields that 
match the specified parameters. This is the most efficient way to 
retrieve the events, because it performs binary comparisons on event 
data.

Parameters

start =
zero-based index of the first event to return

limit = 
the number of events to return

sortBy = field:ascending | descending
The name of the event field on which to sort with the 
optional sort direction. When no sort direction is specified, 
the sort is in descending order

Examples:
/events/trades/tradecq/brokerAlerts?broker=1012112
/events/trades/tradecq/brokerAlertsAggr?brokerName=Joe
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Command Path Description

GET /events/projectID/
contqueryID/windowID?
filter=...

Retrieve all events that are returned by the query specified in the filter 
parameter from the window specified by projectID, 
contqueryID, and windowID . The filter query follows the 
standards outlined here.

Parameters

start =
zero-based index of the first event to return

limit =
the number of events to return

sortBy = field:ascending | descending
The name of the event field on which to sort with the 
optional sort direction. When no sort direction is specified, 
the sort is in descending order.

Examples:
/events/project/query/largeTrades?filter=in(broker,1012112,1012223)
/events/project/query/largeTrades?filter=in(brokerName,'Joe','Lisa')
/events/project/query/largeTrades?filter=and(gt(qnt,50000),gt(prc,1000))

GET /events?
windowFilter=...&even
tFilter=... 

Return all the events from the window(s) matching the 
windowFilter query that match the eventFilter query. Both 
filters are optional. Leaving either one out causes all resources of that 
type (either windows or events) to be included in the result. Both filter 
queries follow the standards outlined here.

Parameters

start =
zero-based index of the first event to return

limit =
the number of events to return

sortBy = field:ascending | descending
The name of the event field on which to sort with the 
optional sort direction. When no sort direction is specified, 
the sort is in descending order.

Example:
/events?windowFilter=in(name,'brokerAlerts','brokersSource')&                       eventFilter=eq(brokerName,'Steve')

Pattern Events

A user must have Read access to a window in order to retrieve events from it.

Command Path Description

GET /patternEvents Retrieve all events that reside in open patterns in the server.
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Command Path Description

GET /patternEvents/
projectID/
contqueryID/windowID

Retrieve all events that reside in open patterns in the pattern window 
specified by projectID, contqueryID, and windowID.

GET /patternEvents?
project=...&contquery
=...&name=...

Retrieve all events that reside in open patterns in pattern windows 
that match the specified criteria. All of the parameter values are '|' 
separated lists of values.

GET /patternEvents?
windowFilter=...&even
tFilter=...

Retrieve all events that reside in open patterns in the pattern windows 
that are returned by the queries specified in the windowFilter 
and eventFilter parameters. Both filters are optional. Leaving 
either one out causes all resources of that type (either windows or 
events) to be included in the result.

Example:
/patternEvents?windowFilter=in(name,'patwin_1','patwin_2')&                       eventFilter=eq(VID,123456)

Event Stream Processing Server

To use the HEAD or GET command, a user must have Read access to the event stream processing engine. To 
use the PUT command, a user must have Write access to the engine.

Command Path Description

HEAD /server Check the availability of the server.

HEAD is identical to GET except that the server does not return a 
message body in the response. The meta information contained in 
the response to HEAD is identical to that contained in the response 
to GET.
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Command Path Description

GET /server Check the health of the server. This request also sends back certain 
server information such as the product version, the name of the 
running engine, and whether the analytics license is enabled:

$ dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:
26000/SASESP/server"

<esp-server version='4.3' engine='esp' analytics-license='false'/>

Parameters

config (optional)
Boolean value determining whether to send server start-up 
configuration information back in the response. For 
example:

$ dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:
26000/SASESP/server?config=true" 

<esp-server version='4.3' engine='esp'
               analytics-license='false'>
    <property name='http-admin'>26000</property>
    <property name='http-pubsub'>26001</property>
    <property name='nocleanup'/>
    <property name='pubsub'>26002</property>
</esp-server>

PUT /server/state?
value=persisted 

Set the state of the server to persisted (save the server state).

Parameters

path
The path to be used to store the server data.

PUT /server/state?
value=reloaded 

Set the state of the server reloaded (reload the model from which the 
server was booted).

PUT /server/state?
value=stopped

Set the state of the server stopped (request the server to exit).

Logging

Command Path Description

GET /loggers Retrieve all the loggers from the server.

GET /loggers/loggerID Retrieve the logger that is specified by loggerID from the server, if 
the logger exists.
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Command Path Description

PUT /loggers/loggerID/
level?value=loglevel

Set the log level of the logger that is specified by loggerID, if the 
logger exists. The valid log levels are:

n trace

n error

n warn

n fatal

n info

n debug

n off

Connectors

Command Path Description

GET /connectorInfo Return the connector metadata for all connectors.

Project Results

Command Path Description

POST /projectResults Run a project and send back window contents.

Parameters

projectUrl
Optional value pointing to a URL containing the project 
definition. If the parameter is not set, then the request 
body is expected to contain the project definition.

windows
A | separated list of window names whose contents is 
returned upon completion of the project.
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Project Validation Results

Command Path Description

POST /
projectValidationResu
lts

Validate project XML.

Parameters

projectUrl 
Optional value pointing to a URL containing the project 
definition. If the parameter is not set, then the request body 
is expected to contain the project definition.

MAS Modules

A user must have Read access to a project in order to retrieve MAS modules from it.

Command Path Description

GET /masModules Retrieve all MAS modules .

Parameters

expandcode
If you want to return <code-file> elements as <code> 
elements containing the contents of the file, set this to 
true. This is optional and the default is false.

GET /masModules/projectID Retrieve all MAS modules for projectID .

Parameters

expandcode
If you want to return <code-file> elements as <code> 
elements containing the contents of the file, set this to 
true. This is optional and the default is false.

GET /masModules/
projectID/moduleID

Retrieve the MAS module named moduleID in projectID .

Parameters

expandcode
If you want to return <code-file> elements as <code> 
elements containing the contents of the file, set this to 
true. This is optional and the default is false.

A user must have Write access to a project in order to set the state of the MAS module within it.
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Command Path Description

PUT /masModules/projectID/
moduleID/state?
value=persisted

Save the module named moduleID in projectID to an XML 
file. The name of the XML file is: 
{project_name}_{module_name}.xml .

Parameters

path
Optional value indicating the file system path into which to 
save the module XML. If this is not specified, the module 
is saved to the directory in which the server is running.

expandcode
If you want to return <code-file> elements as <code> 
elements containing the contents of the file, set this to 
true. This is optional and the default is false.

PUT /masModules/projectID/
moduleID

Replace the module named moduleID in projectID with the 
supplied XML configuration.

Parameters

moduleUrl
Optional value pointing to a URL containing the module 
configuration. If it is not set, then the request body is 
expected to contain the module configuration.

Swagger Documentation

Command Path Description

GET /api-docs Retrieve the Swagger documentation about the REST API from the 
server. This is a JSON document that can be used by the Swagger 
UI framework.

Project Processing Statistics

A user must have Read access to a project to retrieve statistics.
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Command Path Description

GET /projectStats Retrieve project statistics from the server by matching the project 
name (if any) or by running a filter function. If you use a filter function, 
you can use the following attribute name: name (project name).

Parameters:

name
A '|' separated list of projects that you want to retrieve 
(defaults to ALL).

filter
A filter that specifies the projects to retrieve.

minCpu
A numeric value that indicates the minimum CPU value to 
return in the response.

Examples:
/projectStats?name=Proj1|Proj2
/projectStats?filter=match(name,'MyProj[13]')
/projectStats?filter=in(name,'MyProj1','MyProj5')

GET /projectStats/
{projectID}

Retrieve the project processing statistics specified by projectID, if 
it exists.

Parameters

minCpu
A numeric value indicating the minimum CPU value to 
return in the response.

Engine Metadata

Users must have Read access to an event stream processing engine to retrieve metadata from it, and must 
have Write access to the engine to set its metadata.

Command Path Description

GET /engineMetadata Retrieve engine metadata from the server.

The response is in the following format:
<engine-metadata>
    <metadata>
        <meta id='meta 1'><![CDATA[engine meta 1]]></meta>
        <meta id='meta 2'><![CDATA[engine meta 2]]></meta>
    </metadata>
</engine-metadata>
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Command Path Description

GET /engineMetadata/
{metaID}

Set the engine metadata for the specified metadata ID to the value 
specified in the request body.

Parameters:

_body
The request body that contains the value of the metadata 
entry.

DELETE /engineMetadata/
{metaID}

Delete engine metadata for the specified metadata ID.

Project Metadata

Users must have Read access to a project to retrieve metadata from it, and must have Write access to a project 
to set its metadata.
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Command Path Description

GET /projectMetadata Retrieve project metadata from the server either by matching the 
project name (if any) or by running a filter function.

The response is in the following format:
<project-metadata>
    <project id='p'>
        <metadata>
            <meta id='meta 1'><![CDATA[meta 1]]></meta>
            <meta id='meta 2'><![CDATA[meta 2]]></meta>
        </metadata>
        <contquery id='cq'>
            <metadata>
                <meta id='meta 1'><![CDATA[contq meta 1]]></meta>
                <meta id='meta 2'><![CDATA[contq meta 2]]></meta>
            </metadata>
        </contquery>
    </project>
</project-metadata>

Parameters:

name (optional)
A '|' separated list of projects to retrieve (defaults to ALL).

filter
A filter that specifies the projects to retrieve.

Examples

/projectMetadata?name=Proj1|Proj2
/projectMetadata?filter=match(name,'MyProj[13]')
/projectMetadata?filter=in(name,'MyProj1','MyProj5')
 
GET /projectMetadata/{projectID}
 
Summary 

GET /projectMetadata/
{projectID}

Retrieve the project metadata for the project specified by projectID, if 
it exists.

The response is in the following format:
<project-metadata>
    <project id='p'>
        <metadata>
            <meta id='meta 1'><![CDATA[meta 1]]></meta>
            <meta id='meta 2'><![CDATA[meta 2]]></meta>
        </metadata>
        <contquery id='cq'>
            <metadata>
                <meta id='meta 1'><![CDATA[contq meta 1]]></meta>
                <meta id='meta 2'><![CDATA[contq meta 2]]></meta>
            </metadata>
        </contquery>
    </project>
</project-metadata>
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Command Path Description

PUT /projectMetadata/
{projectID}/{metaID}

Set project metadata item metaID for the project specified by 
projectID.

Parameters:

_body
The request body that contains the value of the metadata 
entry.

PUT /projectMetadata/
{projectID}/
{contqueryID}/
{metaID}

Set project metadata item metaID for the continuous query 
contqueryID project specified by projectID.

Parameters:

_body
The request body that contains the value of the metadata 
entry.

DELETE /projectMetadata/
{projectID}/{metaID}

Delete project metadata specified by metaID in project projectID.

DELETE /projectMetadata/
{projectID}/
{contqueryID}/
{metaID}

Delete continuous query metadata specified by metaID in continuous 
query contqueryID in project projectID.

Analytic Algorithm Information

Command Path Description

GET /algorithms/
{algorithmType}

Retrieve information for all algorithms for the specified algorithmType. 
The valid types are:

n train

n calculate

n score

When set to score, you can retrieve information from an ASTORE 
file.

Parameters

properties (optional)
A Boolean value that you can set to true to return the 
algorithm properties.

type
To retrieve information from an ASTORE file, set this to 
astore.

reference
To retrieve information from an ASTORE file, set this to the 
name of the reference file, which much be accessible from 
the server.
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Command Path Description

GET /algorithms/
{algorithmType}/
{algorithm} 

Retrieve information about the algorithm in the type that is specified 
by algorithmType. The valid types are:

n train

n calculate

n score

Using the ESP Client

Overview to the Client

Use the command line utility dfesp_xml_client to communicate with an ESP server using the HTTP 
protocol. You can send GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE requests as you need. GET requests are sent by default.

The client supports communication with the ESP server over a secure HTTP channel using HTTPS.

To send HTTP requests to the ESP server, use the following command.

dfesp_xml_client -url URL <-authmechanism > <-headers headers > <-cert certificate > <-pass passphrase >
<-auth-token-url url > <-post < URL > > <-put < URL > >
<-head> <-delete> <-showheaders>

Command Arguments for the ESP Client

Argument Description

-url URL Specifies the URL to which to send an HTTP request.

-auth mechanism Enables authentication using the specified mechanism, which is one of the 
following values:

saslogon://user?securie= on | off

Set to enable or disable HTTPS.

oauth-token://OAuth_Token

oauth-token-url://Host:Port/path

kerberos://Kerberos_Service_Name

-headers headers Specifies a comma-separated list of colon-separated name-value pairs. These 
pairs specify headers to URL requests.

-cert certificate_file Specifies the certificate file to which to refer when using HTTPS.

-pass passphrase Specifies the SSL passphrase for HTTP.

-post <url> Specifies to send an HTTP POST request. You can specify a URL to which send 
the request.

-put <url> Specifies to send an HTTP PUT request. You can specify a URL to which to send 
the request.
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Argument Description

-delete Specifies to send an HTTP DELETE request

-head Specifies to send an HTTP HEAD request.

-showheaders Specify to display the HTTP response headers.

If you are using HTTPS, specify the applicable certificate and pass phrase information.

Get the Current Model

To get the current model from the local host, run the following command line:

dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/projects" 

<projects>
    <project name='project'>
       <contqueries>
          <contquery name='query'>
             <windows>
                 <window-source name='trades'/>
                 <window-copy name='frontRunningBuy'/>
                 <window-copy name='frontRunningSell'/>
                 <window-functional name='transform'/>
                 <window-functional name='venueData'/>
                 <window-functional name='brokerAlerts'/>
                 <window-functional name='violations'/>
                 <window-pattern name='frontRunning'/>
                 <window-aggregate name='brokerAlertsAggr'/>
                 <window-counter name='counter'/>
                 <window-source name='brokersSource'/>
                 <window-source name='restrictedSource'/>
                 <window-source name='venuesSource'/>
                 <window-filter name='largeTrades'/>
                 <window-filter name='validBroker'/>
                 <window-join name='addVenueData'/>
                 <window-join name='addBrokerData'/>
                 <window-join name='addRestrictedData'/>
                 <window-filter name='restrictedTrades'/>
                 <window-filter name='openMarking'/>
                 <window-filter name='closeMarking'/>
                 <window-aggregate name='violationCounts'/>
             </windows>
             <edges>
                 <edge source='trades' target='largeTrades counter'/>
                 <edge source='frontRunningBuy' target='brokerAlerts violations'/>
                 <edge source='frontRunningSell' target='brokerAlerts violations'/>
                 <edge source='transform' 
                       target='restrictedTrades openMarking 
                               closeMarking frontRunning'/>
                 <edge source='largeTrades venueData' target='addVenueData'/>
                 <edge source='brokerAlerts' target='brokerAlertsAggr'/>
                 <edge source='violations' target='violationCounts'/>
                 <edge source='frontRunning' target='frontRunningBuy' slot='1'/>
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                 <edge source='frontRunning' target='frontRunningSell' slot='2'/>
                 <edge source='addVenueData brokersSource' target='addBrokerData'/>
                 <edge source='validBroker restrictedSource' 
                       target='addRestrictedData'/>
                 <edge source='venuesSource' target='venueData'/>
                 <edge source='addBrokerData' target='validBroker'/>
                 <edge source='addRestrictedData' target='transform'/>
                 <edge source='restrictedTrades' target='brokerAlerts violations'/>
                 <edge source='openMarking' target='brokerAlerts violations'/>
                 <edge source='closeMarking' target='brokerAlerts violations'/>
             </edges>
         </contquery>
     </contqueries>
 </project>
</projects>

Get Event Counts

To get the event counts for windows in the model, run the following command:

dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/windows?count=true" 

<windows>
    <window-join contquery='query' count='51158' 
                 name='addBrokerData' project='project'/>
    <window-join contquery='query' count='36578' 
                 name='addRestrictedData' project='project'/>
    <window-join contquery='query' count='51158' 
                 name='addVenueData' project='project'/>
    <window-functional contquery='query' count='121' 
                 name='brokerAlerts' project='project'/>
    <window-aggregate contquery='query' count='5' 
                 name='brokerAlertsAggr' project='project'/>
    <window-source contquery='query' count='5' 
                 name='brokersSource' project='project'/>
    <window-filter contquery='query' count='11' 
                 name='closeMarking' project='project'/>
    <window-counter contquery='query' count='1' 
                 name='counter' project='project'/>
    <window-pattern contquery='query' count='6' 
                 name='frontRunning' project='project'/>
    <window-copy contquery='query' count='2' 
                 name='frontRunningBuy' project='project'/>
    <window-copy contquery='query' count='4' 
                 name='frontRunningSell' project='project'/>
    <window-filter contquery='query' count='51158' 
                 name='largeTrades' project='project'/>
    <window-filter contquery='query' count='94' 
                 name='openMarking' project='project'/>
    <window-source contquery='query' count='10' 
                 name='restrictedSource' project='project'/>
    <window-filter contquery='query' count='10' 
                 name='restrictedTrades' project='project'/>
    <window-source contquery='query' count='1000000' 
                 name='trades' project='project'/>
    <window-functional contquery='query' count='36578' 
                 name='transform' project='project'/>
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    <window-filter contquery='query' count='36578' 
                 name='validBroker' project='project'/>
    <window-functional contquery='query' count='10' 
                 name='venueData' project='project'/>
    <window-source contquery='query' count='10' 
                 name='venuesSource' project='project'/>
    <window-aggregate contquery='query' count='5' 
                 name='violationCounts' project='project'/>
    <window-functional contquery='query' count='121' 
                 name='violations' project='project'/>
</windows>

Retrieve Events from a Window

To retrieve events from the window brokerAlerts, run the following command:

dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/events/project/query/
brokerAlerts" 

<events>
    <event window='project/query/brokerAlerts'>
        <broker>1012334</broker>
        <brokerName>Lisa</brokerName>
        <closeMarking>0</closeMarking>
        <frontRunningBuy>0</frontRunningBuy>
        <frontRunningSell>0</frontRunningSell>
        <id>14228114</id>
        <openMarking>0</openMarking>
        <restrictedTrades>1</restrictedTrades>
        <total>1</total>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/brokerAlerts'>
        <broker>1012334</broker>
        <brokerName>Lisa</brokerName>
        <closeMarking>1</closeMarking>
        <frontRunningBuy>0</frontRunningBuy>
        <frontRunningSell>0</frontRunningSell>
        <id>14205698</id>
        <openMarking>0</openMarking>
        <restrictedTrades>0</restrictedTrades>
        <total>1</total>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/brokerAlerts'>
        <broker>1012445</broker>
        <brokerName>Curt</brokerName>
        <closeMarking>1</closeMarking>
        <frontRunningBuy>0</frontRunningBuy>
        <frontRunningSell>0</frontRunningSell>
        <id>8175288</id>
        <openMarking>0</openMarking>
        <restrictedTrades>0</restrictedTrades>
        <total>1</total>
    </event>
   ...
</events>
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To retrieve at most three events from all windows in the model with brokerName=Curt, sorted by price, run the 
following command:

$ dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/events?
brokerName=Curt&sortBy=price&start=0&limit=3" 

<events count='3'>
    <event window='project/query/transform'>
        <broker>1012445</broker>
        <brokerAddress>SAS Campus Drive Cary NC 27513</brokerAddress>
        <brokerEmail>919-123-4567</brokerEmail>
        <brokerName>Curt</brokerName>
        <brokerage>ESP</brokerage>
        <buyer>0</buyer>
        <buysellflg>0</buysellflg>
        <closeSeconds>57600</closeSeconds>
        <closeTimeGMT>20:00:00</closeTimeGMT>
        <currency>87236</currency>
        <date>2010-08-04 15:58:31</date>
        <id>10429043</id>
        <msecs>146</msecs>
        <openSeconds>34200</openSeconds>
        <openTimeGMT>13:30:00</openTimeGMT>
        <price>205.230000</price>
        <quant>1000</quant>
        <seller>8359384</seller>
        <symbol>MA</symbol>
        <time>1280951911</time>
        <timeAfterOpen>23311</timeAfterOpen>
        <timeTillClose>89</timeTillClose>
        <tradeSeconds>57511</tradeSeconds>
        <venue>55333</venue>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/validBroker'>
        <broker>1012445</broker>
        <brokerAddress>SAS Campus Drive Cary NC 27513</brokerAddress>
        <brokerEmail>919-123-4567</brokerEmail>
        <brokerName>Curt</brokerName>
        <brokerage>ESP</brokerage>
        <buyer>0</buyer>
        <buysellflg>0</buysellflg>
        <closeSeconds>57600</closeSeconds>
        <closeTimeGMT>20:00:00</closeTimeGMT>
        <currency>87236</currency>
        <id>10429043</id>
        <msecs>146</msecs>
        <openSeconds>34200</openSeconds>
        <openTimeGMT>13:30:00</openTimeGMT>
        <price>205.230000</price>
        <quant>1000</quant>
        <seller>8359384</seller>
        <symbol>MA</symbol>
        <time>1280951911</time>
        <venue>55333</venue>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/transform'>
        <broker>1012445</broker>
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        <brokerAddress>SAS Campus Drive Cary NC 27513</brokerAddress>
        <brokerEmail>919-123-4567</brokerEmail>
        <brokerName>Curt</brokerName>
        <brokerage>ESP</brokerage>
        <buyer>0</buyer>
        <buysellflg>0</buysellflg>
        <closeSeconds>57600</closeSeconds>
        <closeTimeGMT>20:00:00</closeTimeGMT>
        <currency>87236</currency>
        <date>2010-08-04 09:30:22</date>
        <id>10417204</id>
        <msecs>6123</msecs>
        <openSeconds>34200</openSeconds>
        <openTimeGMT>13:30:00</openTimeGMT>
        <price>202.190000</price>
        <quant>4300</quant>
        <seller>8382948</seller>
        <symbol>MA</symbol>
        <time>1280928622</time>
        <timeAfterOpen>22</timeAfterOpen>
        <timeTillClose>23378</timeTillClose>
        <tradeSeconds>34222</tradeSeconds>
        <venue>55444</venue>
    </event>
</events>

To retrieve events from all aggregate windows in the model, run the following command:

$ dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/events?
windowFilter=eq(type,'window-aggregate')"

events count='10'>
    <event window='project/query/brokerAlertsAggr'>
        <brokerName>Joe</brokerName>
        <closeMarking>0</closeMarking>
        <frontRunningBuy>1</frontRunningBuy>
        <frontRunningSell>1</frontRunningSell>
        <openMarking>17</openMarking>
        <restrictedTrades>2</restrictedTrades>
        <total>21</total>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/brokerAlertsAggr'>
        <brokerName>Curt</brokerName>
        <closeMarking>2</closeMarking>
        <frontRunningBuy>1</frontRunningBuy>
        <frontRunningSell>1</frontRunningSell>
        <openMarking>21</openMarking>
        <restrictedTrades>2</restrictedTrades>
        <total>27</total>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/brokerAlertsAggr'>
        <brokerName>Steve</brokerName>
        <closeMarking>3</closeMarking>
        <frontRunningBuy>0</frontRunningBuy>
        <frontRunningSell>1</frontRunningSell>
        <openMarking>18</openMarking>
        <restrictedTrades>0</restrictedTrades>
        <total>22</total>
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    </event>
    <event window='project/query/brokerAlertsAggr'>
        <brokerName>Lisa</brokerName>
        <closeMarking>3</closeMarking>
        <frontRunningBuy>0</frontRunningBuy>
        <frontRunningSell>0</frontRunningSell>
        <openMarking>23</openMarking>
        <restrictedTrades>3</restrictedTrades>
        <total>29</total>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/brokerAlertsAggr'>
        <brokerName>Sally</brokerName>
        <closeMarking>3</closeMarking>
        <frontRunningBuy>0</frontRunningBuy>
        <frontRunningSell>1</frontRunningSell>
        <openMarking>15</openMarking>
        <restrictedTrades>3</restrictedTrades>
        <total>22</total>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/violationCounts'>
        <count>2</count>
        <violation>frontRunningBuy</violation>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/violationCounts'>
        <count>11</count>
        <violation>closeMarking</violation>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/violationCounts'>
        <count>10</count>
        <violation>restrictedTrades</violation>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/violationCounts'>
        <count>4</count>
        <violation>frontRunningSell</violation>
    </event>
    <event window='project/query/violationCounts'>
        <count>94</count>
        <violation>openMarking</violation>
    </event>
</events>

Reload the Model

To reload the model from the original input model, run the following command:

dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/server/state?value=reloaded" -
put

<response code='0'>
   <message>esp server reloaded</message>
</response>

Persist the Model

To save the model to the espdata directory, run the following command:
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$ dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/server/state?
value=persisted&path=espdata" -put

<response>
    <message>esp successfully saved to 'espdata'</message>
</response>

Start a Project

To start a project, run the following command:

dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/projects/project/state?
value=running" -put

<response>
    <message>project 'project' successfully started</message>
</response>

Stop a Project

To stop a project, run the following command:

dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/projects/project/state?
value=stopped" -put

<response>
    <message>project 'project' successfully stopped</message>
</response>

To stop all projects, run the following command:

$ dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/stoppedProjects/project" -
post

<response>
    <message>project 'project1' successfully stopped
   project 'project2' successfully stopped
   project 'project3' successfully stopped</message>
</response>

Load a Project

To load the project contained in the file model.xml, run the following command:

$ dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/projects/project" -put 
"file://model.xml"

<message>load project 'project' succeeded</message>

To load a project from an HTTP URL, run the following command:

$ dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/projects/newproject" -put 
"http://myserver.com/espmodel.xml"

<message>load project 'newproject' succeeded</message>

Delete a Project

To delete a project, run the following command:

dfesp_xml_client -url "http://esp-base:46001/SASESP/projects/project" -delete
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Inject Events into a Source Window

To tell the server to pull events from a specified URL and inject them into project/query/trades using a 
block size of 10000, run the following command:

dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/windows/project/query/trades/
state?value=injected&eventUrl=file://trades1M.csv&blocksize=10000" -put

<response>

<msg>1000000 events injected into source window project/query/trades with blk size 10000</msg>

</response>

To read events from the URL specified in the -put command line argument and send them to the server for 
injection, run the following command:

$ dfesp_xml_client -url "http://espsrv01:46001/SASESP/windows/project/query/trades/
state?value=injected&blocksize=10000" -put "file://trades1M.csv"

<response>

<msg>1000000 events injected from file://trades1M.csv into source window project/query/trades with blk size 10000</msg>

</response>

Run a Project and Get Results

To send the project results.xml to the server, have it run, and return the contents of the 
brokerAlertsAggr window, run the following command:

dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/projectResults?
windows=brokerAlertsAggr" -post "file://results.xml"

<results>
    <window key='project/query/brokerAlertsAggr'>
        <events>
            <event>
                <brokerName>Joe</brokerName>
                <closeMarking>0</closeMarking>
                <frontRunningBuy>1</frontRunningBuy>
                <frontRunningSell>1</frontRunningSell>
                <openMarking>17</openMarking>
                <restrictedTrades>2</restrictedTrades>
                <total>21</total>
            </event>
            <event>
                <brokerName>Curt</brokerName>
                <closeMarking>2</closeMarking>
                <frontRunningBuy>1</frontRunningBuy>
                <frontRunningSell>1</frontRunningSell>
                <openMarking>21</openMarking>
                <restrictedTrades>2</restrictedTrades>
                <total>27</total>
            </event>
            <event>
                <brokerName>Steve</brokerName>
                <closeMarking>3</closeMarking>
                <frontRunningBuy>0</frontRunningBuy>
                <frontRunningSell>1</frontRunningSell>
                <openMarking>18</openMarking>
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                <restrictedTrades>0</restrictedTrades>
                <total>22</total>
            </event>
            <event>
                <brokerName>Lisa</brokerName>
                <closeMarking>3</closeMarking>
                <frontRunningBuy>0</frontRunningBuy>
                <frontRunningSell>0</frontRunningSell>
                <openMarking>23</openMarking>
                <restrictedTrades>3</restrictedTrades>
                <total>29</total>
            </event>
            <event>
                <brokerName>Sally</brokerName>
                <closeMarking>3</closeMarking>
                <frontRunningBuy>0</frontRunningBuy>
                <frontRunningSell>1</frontRunningSell>
                <openMarking>15</openMarking>
                <restrictedTrades>3</restrictedTrades>
                <total>22</total>
            </event>
        </events>
    </window>
    <message>project project successfully run</message>
</results>

Validate a Model

To validate a project model, run the following command:

dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:46001/SASESP/projectValidationResults" -
post file://model.xml

<schema-validation-success xsd='file:///mnt/data/home/roleve/work/dev/esp3.2/develop/../modeling-xml/schema/model.rng'/>

Validating Your XML Code

To validate XML code that you have written, use the $DFESP_HOME/bin/dfesp_xml_validate 
"XML_file_to_validate" command.

The command uses the following to perform a syntactic check on your file:

n the model.rnc XML schema definition file that is located in $DFESP_HOME/etc/xml/schema

n the jing.jar validation code

Note: Do not edit the model.rnc XML schema definition file.

When the validation tool finds a violation of the schema definition, it generates error messages that include line 
numbers and descriptions.

Follow these suggestions to improve the speed of the model creation process and reduce errors:

n Draw the directed graph that represents the continuous query, identifying the window type of each node. At 
first, make the model insert-only.

n Connect two windows with an edge. Start the ESP server and submit the model to the server.
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n Use Streamviewer to publish to and subscribe from windows of the query. This enables you to see whether 
you are getting the expected data flow.

n Successively add windows to the query, each time testing whether the data flow is as you expected.

Using Event Generators

Overview of Event Generators

You can use an event generator to generate an event to inject into an event stream processing model. Event 
generators can be created, destroyed, started, and stopped through the SAS Event Stream Processing HTTP 
interface. They are based on the functions defined in “Functional Window and Notification Window Support 
Functions” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Programming Reference.

A set of XML elements is available to implement an event generator. These elements can do the following:

n specify a source window as a publish destination

<event-generator insert-only='true|false' autogen-key='true|false'>
   <publish-target>pub/sub_URL</publish-target>
</event-generator>

n define resources from which you can read maps, lists, and sets to be accessed from your event generation 
functions

<event-generator insert-only='true|false' autogen-key='true|false'>
   <resources>
      <map name='' outer='' inner=''>map_values</map>
      <map-url name=''>URL_of_map_data</map-url>
      <list name='' delimiter=''>list_values</list>
      <list-url name=''>URL_of_list_data</list-url>
      <set name='' delimiter=''>set_values</set>
      <set-url name=''>URL_of_set_data</set-url>
      ...
   </resources>
</event-generator>

n define a set of values to be initialized upon the start of event generation

<event-generator insert-only='true|false' autogen-key='true|false'>
   <init>
      <value name=''>code</value>
      ...
   </init>
</event-generator>

n specify a function to specify an opcode to be used on existing events (must generate either Upsert or Delete)

<event-generator insert-only='true|false' autogen-key='true|false'>
   <exists-opcode>code</exists-opcode>
   </event-generator>

n define a set of functions to actually generate the event values

<event-generator insert-only='true|false' autogen-key='true|false'>
   <fields>
      <field name=''>code</value>
      ...
   </fields>
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</event-generator>

Event State

Stateful Models (Insert-Only=False)

Because a stateful model maintains events, you would not inject more than one event with the same key using 
the Insert opcode. The event generator keeps track of the event keys injected into the model. When an event is 
generated using the same key as a previously injected event, the following occurs:

n If you have specified a function through the exists-opcode element, then the function is run to see 
whether a value of Upsert or Delete is returned. When a valid value is returned, the opcode for the event is 
set accordingly. Otherwise, the event gets a Delete opcode.

n If you have not specified a function through the exists-opcode element, then the event gets a Delete 
opcode. This ensures that existing events are not injected with Insert. This assumes that the event generator 
is the only input mechanism into the event stream processing engine. The event generator does not track 
events that are injected through other means.

Stateless Models (Insert-Only=True)

Issues arise when you use a blocksize of greater than 1. Putting multiple events with the same key into an event 
block to be injected results in an error when the block is sent into the model. The generator keeps track of all 
event keys in the currently building event block. When the same key is generated more than one time for an 
event block, the generator halts that event and starts again. This ensures that events with the same key are not 
added more than one time to any event block destined for injection.

Logging

Event generators use the logging context event.generator to provide operational information at different 
logging levels:

n INFO - shows information about starting and stopping generators.

 2016-03-15T14:36:44,987; INFO ; 00000000; DF.ESP; (EventGenerator.cpp:117); 
'starting generator mygen, number of events=10000, block size=1000, 
event rate=500/second' 
2016-03-15T14:36:47,720; INFO ; 00000000; DF.ESP; (EventGenerator.cpp:309); 
'stopping generator mygen, number of events=10000, block size=1000, 
event rate=500/second'  

n DEBUG - shows information about generator setup.

2016-03-15T14:36:30,417; DEBUG; 00000000; DF.ESP; (EventGenerator.cpp:499); 
'load list 'symbols' from url http://espsrv01:18080/esp/stuff/tradesData/symbols.txt, 
number of values=3608' 
2016-03-15T14:36:30,418; DEBUG; 00000000; DF.ESP; (EventGenerator.cpp:499); 
'load list 'brokers' from url http://espsrv01:18080/esp/stuff/tradesData/brokers.txt, 
number of values=5' 
2016-03-15T14:36:30,419; DEBUG; 00000000; DF.ESP; (EventGenerator.cpp:499); 
'load list 'venues' from url http://espsrv01:18080/esp/stuff/tradesData/venues.txt,
number of values=10' 

n TRACE - shows information about generator iterations, publishing, and so on.

2016-03-15T14:36:36,465; TRACE; 00000000; DF.ESP; (EventGenerator.cpp:245); 
'generator mygen, publishing 1000 event(s)' 
2016-03-15T14:36:36,465; TRACE; 00000000; DF.ESP; (EventGenerator.cpp:263); 
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'generator mygen, exceeded rate of 500 events/second, pausing for 965 milliseconds' 

XML Elements for Event Generators

event-generator

Required? Yes

Description: The containing element for an event generator.

Attributes: insert-only

This attribute should be set according to whether the source window into which you are inserting 
events is insert only. If it is insert-only, then the generator removes any duplicate keys from the 
event blocks (has no effect if block size is 1) before publishing the event block.

autogen-key

If the model is going to automatically generate keys for these events, this should be set to true. 
Otherwise, it should be set to false. Set to true only when insert-only is also set. You get an error 
when values are set in some other fashion.

publish-target

Required? Yes

Description: This is an event stream processing publish/subscribe URL that specifies the source window 
recipient of the published events. It should be in the following format: dfESP://
host:port/project/query/window

resources

Required? No

Description: resources that contain data that you can use in generating your events.

Elements: map

a collection of name-value pairs to use with the mapValue and mapValues functions.

map-url

a collection of name-value pairs retrieved from a specified URL

list

a list of values to use with the listSize and listItem functions.

list-url

a list of values to retrieve from a specified URL

set

a list of unique values to use with the setContains function. The data for each resource type 
can be included directly in the configuration or referred to by a URL.
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Example: <resources>
   ...
<list-url name='symbols'>
http://espsrv01:18080/esp/stuff/tradesData/symbols.txt
</list-url>
   ...
</resources>

map

Required? No

Description: A collection of name-value pairs. The data for the collection is contained in the text of the 
element.

Attributes: name

outer

The outer delimiter that separates map entities.

inner

The inner delimiter that separates map entities.

Example: <map name='personalinfo' outer=' ' inner='='>
name=bob occupation=developer gender=m
</map>

map-url

Required? No

Description: a collection of name-value pairs. The data for the collection is retrieved from the URL specified 
in the text of the element. The URL must provide newline-separated name-value pairs, where 
the name-value pairs are separated by the '=' character.

Attributes: name

url

The URL that provides map data.

list

Required? No

Description: A specified list of values. Data for the list is contained in the text of the element.

Attributes: name

delimiter
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Example: <list name='symbols' delimiter=' '>
IAK IAT IAU IBA IBI IBM IBN ICA 
ICB ICE ICF ICI ICN ICO
</list>

list-url

Required? No

Description: A list of values. The data for the list is retrieved from the URL that is specified in the text of the 
element. The URL must provide newline-separated values.

Attributes: name

url

The URL that provides the list data.

set

Required? No

Description: A set of values. A set differs from a list in that the values are unique and that the ordering is 
random. The only function that you can run on a set is setContains to determine whether a 
specified value is in the set. The data for the set is contained in the text of the element.

Attributes: name

delimiter

Example: <set name='' delimiter=''>QR BU IM ZX BB</set>

set-url

Required? No

Description: A set of values. A set differs from a list in that the values are unique and that the ordering is 
random. The only function you can run on a set is setContains to determine whether a 
specified value is in the set. The data for the set is retrieved from the url specified in the text of 
the element. The URL must provide newline-separated values.

Attributes: name

url

init

Required? No
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Description: Contains values that you want initialized when the generator is started. These values are 
accessible from the functions used to generate event values.

Elements: value

Example: <init>
    <value name='i'>999</value>
   </init>

value

Required? No

Description: Value set when the generator starts up. You can specify a literal value or you can specify a 
function from which the value is derived. The value can be referenced as variables from any 
successive functions.

Attributes: name

Examples: <value name='id'>0</value>

<value name='clock'>
i32(timeParse('Sat Mar 12 11:19:59 EST 2016'))
</value>

<value name='numBrokers'>
listSize(#brokers)
</value>

<value name='numSymbols'>
listSize(#symbols)
</value>

exists-opcode

Required? No

Description: Specify one of two opcodes, Upsert or Delete, to be applied to any event whose key has already 
been inserted into the model. Use only when you are injecting into a non-insert-only source 
window. Within this element, you define a function that returns either Upsert or Delete. If neither 
value is returned, then Delete is used.

Example: The following code sends Upserts for any event that does not contain a name field with a value 
of Steve.

<exists-opcode>
if (eq($name,'Steve'),'delete','upsert')
</exists-opcode>
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fields

Required? Yes

Description: Generates field values by executing functions that are associated with the field elements 
contained within it. Fields are executed in the order in which they exist in the configuration.

Elements: field

Example: The following code uses a running clock to generate an increasing time value:
<init>
   ...
   <value name='clock'>
   i32(timeParse('Sat Mar 12 11:19:59 EST 2016'))
   </value>
   ...
</init>
<fields>
   ...
   <field name='clock'>
   i64(sum($clock,random(0,3)))
   </field>
   <field name='time'>$clock</field>
   ...
</fields>

The clock field is not in the event schema, but is rather used to increment the running clock. 
The time field is the event field that uses the clock field to generate the necessary value.

field

Required? Yes

Description The value set upon each generator iteration. The value is derived by executing the functions 
specified in the text of the element. The value can be referenced as variables from any 
successive fields.

Attribute: name

HTTP Interface to the Event Generator

Command Path Description

GET /eventGenerators Retrieve all event generators from the server.

GET /eventGenerators/generatorId Retrieve the current state of a specified event 
generator the server.
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Command Path Description

PUT /eventGenerators/generatorId Create a new generator named generatorId. You 
can alternatively specify a generatorUrl parameter 
That points to the generator definition. If this 
parameter is not set, then the request body is 
expected to contain the generator definition.

Note: The events, block size, and rate 
parameters are relevant only when you 
specify start=true. 

Parameters

overwrite
Boolean value indicating whether to 
overwrite the generator when it already 
exists.

generatorUrl
value that points to a URL that contains 
the generator definition.

start
Boolean value that can be set to true to 
start the generator upon successful 
configuration. The default value is false.

events
The number of events to inject. If not set, 
events are injected until the generator is 
stopped or removed.

blocksize
The block size of events to inject. The 
defaults value is 1.

rate
The maximum number of events per 
second to inject. When the generator 
achieves this value before a second has 
elapsed, it pauses for the remainder of the 
second. When a second elapses without 
injecting the specified number of events, 
there is no pause. The value defaults to 0. 
This means that the generator generates 
and injects events without pausing.

pause
The number of milliseconds to pause 
between each injection of events. This 
includes no rate calculations.

_body
The request body that contains the 
generator configuration.
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Command Path Description

PUT /eventGenerators/generatorId/
state?value=started

Set the state of the generator specified by 
generatorId to started, that is, start the 
generator.

Note: All other parameters are passed into 
the generator and can be referenced as 
variables from within functions. 

Parameters

events
The number of events to inject. If not set, 
events are injected until the generator is 
stopped or removed.

blocksize
The block size of events to inject. The 
default value is 1.

rate 
The maximum number of events per 
second to inject. When the generator 
achieves this value before a second has 
elapsed, it pauses for the remainder of the 
second. When a second elapses without 
injecting the specified number of events, 
there is no pause. The value defaults to 0. 
This means that the generator generates 
and injects events without pausing.

pause
The number of milliseconds to pause 
between each injection of events. This 
includes no rate calculations.

PUT /eventGenerators/generatorId/
state?value=stopped

Set the state of the generator specified by 
generatorId to stopped, that is, stop the generator.

PUT /eventGenerators/generatorId/
state?value=initialized 

Set the state of the generator specified by 
generatorId to initialized, that is, initialize the 
generator.

DELETE /eventGenerators/generatorId Remove the generator specified by generatorId.

Example

Generating Stock Trading Events

<event-generator insert-only='true'>
   <publish-target>dfESP://localhost:26003/project/query/trades</publish-target>
   <resources>
      <list-url name='symbols'>
       http://espsrv01:18080/esp/stuff/tradesData/symbols.txt
      </list-url>
      <list-url name='brokers'>
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       http://espsrv01:18080/esp/stuff/tradesData/brokers.txt
      </list-url>
      <list-url name='venues'>
       http://espsrv01:18080/esp/stuff/tradesData/venues.txt
      </list-url>
   </resources>
   <init>
      <value name='id'>0</value>
      <value name='clock'>i32(timeParse('Sat Mar 12 11:19:59 EST 2016'))</value>
      <value name='numBrokers'>listSize(#brokers)</value>
      <value name='numSymbols'>listSize(#symbols)</value>
      <value name='numVenues'>listSize(#venues)</value>
   </init>
   <fields>
      <field name='clock'>i64(sum($clock,random(0,3)))</field>
      <field name='id'>sum($id,1)</field>
      <field name='symbol'>listItem(#symbols,random(0,$numSymbols))</field>
      <field name='currency'>0</field>
      <field name='time'>$clock</field>
      <field name='msecs'>0</field>
      <field name='price'>random(1.5,200.0)</field>
      <field name='quant'>random(1000,5000)</field>
      <field name='venue'>listItem(#venues,random(0,$numVenues))</field>
      <field name='broker'>listItem(#brokers,random(0,$numBrokers))</field>
      <field name='buyer'>random(1,1000)</field>
      <field name='seller'>random(1,100)</field>
      <field name='buysellflg'>random(0,1)</field>
   </fields>
</event-generator>

Using the Router

Overview to the Router

The router enables you to integrate multiple event stream processing engines with one another. Integrating 
multiple engines can be useful in the following circumstances:

n You can break up and distribute event stream processing across multiple engines. One engine can do data 
preparation and dimensional lookups. Another engine can subscribe to the first and perform pattern 
matching. Still another engine can subscribe to the first and perform outlier notifications. The router enables 
you to integrate these associated engines.

n You can route events by examining the contents of events (fields) and then send events to one of many 
downstream engines.

The router adds an XML configuration layer over the C++ publish/subscribe API in order to integrate engines. 
The XML router definition enables you to specify regular expressions that determine the windows to which you 
want to subscribe. For example:

n Subscribe to aggregate or copy windows

<esp-route name='myroute' to='publisher'>
   <type-expr>aggregate|copy</type-expr>
</esp-route>

n Subscribe to all windows whose name ends in Join or Copy
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<esp-route name='myroute' to='publisher'>
   <window-expr>.*Join|.*Copy</window-expr>
</esp-route>

n Subscribe to all filter windows in projects project1 and project2 in engine esp2

<esp-route name='myroute' to='publisher'>
   <engine-expr>esp2</engine-expr>
   <project-expr>project1|project2</project-expr>
   <type-expr>filter</type-expr>
</esp-route>

The router configuration resides in the standard ESP server model configuration directly beneath the engine 
element. This placement enables you to embed a router directly with an engine. When you embed the router 
within an engine into which you are publishing, the publishers directly inject events into projects instead of going 
through the publish/subscribe API.

<engine>
   <esp-routers>
      <esp-router name="myrouter">
      ...
      </esp-router>
   </esp-routers>

   <projects>
      <project name="myproject">
      ...
      </project>
   </projects>

</engine>

Alternatively, you can put a router configuration into a model by itself. This runs a server that acts solely as a 
router using the publish/subscribe API.

<engine>
   <esp-routers>
      <esp-router name="myrouter">
      ...
      </esp-router>
   </esp-routers>
</engine>

XML Elements for the Router

esp-routers

Required? Yes

Description: Container for one or more routers.

Attributes ping-interval

The interval, in seconds, at which all esp-router instances are pinged. This enables each 
router instance to check each of its engines to ensure that the connection is up and properly 
functioning. The default is 1 second.
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esp-router

Required? Yes

Description: Top-level element for the router.

Attributes name

primary-retries

When the router detects an engine connection failure, the router attempts to reconnect to the 
engine this number of times every time that the router is pinged. If no connection is re-
established after this many attempts, the router waits longer before it attempts to reconnect. The 
default value is 10.

secondary-retry-interval

When the router detects an engine connection failure and the number of failed reconnection 
attempts has exceeded the number of primary-retries, the router waits this long between 
additional reconnection attempts. The default value is 10 seconds.

output-stats-interval

Specifies the interval, in seconds, at which the router writes router processing statistics to the 
console.

esp-engines

Required? Yes

Description: Container for one or more engines.

esp-engine

Required? Yes

Description: Specification of an engine in terms of its publish/subscribe host and port.

Elements: auth-token

Specifies the token for OAuth authentication.

auth-token-url

Specifies the URL for the OAuth token location.

auth-user

Specifies the SASLogon authentication user.

These elements are mutually exclusive. You must use one of these parameters when the 
publish/subscribe engine to which you are connecting is using authentication.
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Attributes: name

The specified name must be unique in the scope of the router.

host

Name of the publish/subscribe connection.

port

The publish/subscribe port of the engine.

esp-destinations

Required? Yes

Description: Container for one or more router destinations. You must define at least one.

publish-destination

Required? Yes

Description: The destination used to publish events into a model.

Attributes: name

The specified name must be unique in the scope of the router.

opcode

Opcode to use on all events injected into the model. If not set, the opcode from the incoming 
event is used. Valid values are as follows:

n Insert
n Update
n Delete
n Upsert
n Safedelete

filter-func

Required? No

Description: The function used to filter the events that are published. The function is run for each event. Its 
Boolean value is evaluated to determine whether to publish the event to the appropriate target 
source window.

publish-target

Required? Yes
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Description: Defines the target source window into which incoming events are published. It contains 
functions that are run to determine the target of event injection. You must specify each of the 
four functions to resolve the engine, project, continuous query, and window into which to inject 
each event. Alternatively, you can specify hardcoded values. In that case, no functions are run 
for that entity.

engine-func

Required? Yes

Description: Function used to resolve the target engine. It must resolve to the name of one of the engines 
that are defined in the router context.

project-func

Required? Yes

Description: Function used to resolve the target project. It must resolve to the name of a project in the engine 
that is resolved in engine-func.

contquery-func

Required? Yes

Description: Function used to resolve the target continuous query. It must resolve to the name of a 
continuous query in the project that is resolved in project-func.

window-func

Required? Yes

Description: Function used to resolve the target source window. It must resolve to the name of a source 
window in the continuous query that is resolved in contquery-func.

event-fields

Required? No

Description: Container for functions to be run in order to add or modify event fields.
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init

Required? No

Description: Container for functions to be run in order to initialize variables. These variables can be used in 
any subsequent functions.

value

Required? No

Description: Function to run in order to initialize variables. These variables can be used in any subsequent 
functions.

fields

Required? No

Description: Container for functions to be run in order to set event field values.

field

Required? No

Description: Function to run in order to generate an event field value to put into the event before injecting it 
into the model. The name of the event field that is generated is specified by the name attribute.

Attributes: name

writer-destination

Required? Yes

Description: Describes a destination that is used to write events to a file or to the console.

Attributes: name

Name of the destination, which must be unique in the scope of the router.

format

Format of event output. Valid values are XML, JSON, and CSV. The default is XML.

dateformat

Format to use for any date or timestamp fields in the output. If not specified, the time-related 
fields are written numerically.
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file-func

Required? Yes

Description: Function used to resolve the name of the file into which the events are written. If it resolves to 
_console, events are written to the console.

esp-routes

Required? Yes

Description: Describes a route that consists of subscription information along with destinations to which the 
received events are sent. Use regular expressions to specify the windows to which the route 
must subscribe. You can specify regular expressions for each level of the hierarchy (the window 
level has two expressions so that you can subscribe by window name or type or both). 
Expressions are optional. For any level for which you do not specify an expression, the route 
uses all available instances of that entity. Thus, when you do not specify expressions, the route 
subscribes to all windows in all continuous queries in all projects in all engines.

Attributes: name

Name of the route, which must be unique in the scope of the router.

to

Comma-separated list of destinations that receive all of the events coming in from the 
subscriptions contained within the route.

snapshot

Specify a value of true when you want to grab a snapshot of the initial window contents.

engine-expr

Required? No

Description: Regular expression used to resolve the engine(s) to which the route should subscribe. If it is not 
specified, the route subscribes to all engines.

project-expr

Required? No

Description: Regular expression used to resolve the project(s) to which the route should subscribe. If it is not 
specified, the route subscribes to all projects.

contquery-expr

Required? No
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Description: Regular expression used to resolve the continuous queries to which the route should subscribe. 
If it is not specified, the route subscribes to all continuous queries.

window-expr

Required? No

Description: Regular expression used to resolve the window(s) to which the route should subscribe. If it is 
not specified, the route subscribes to all windows.

type-expr

Required? No

Description: Regular expression used to resolve the window type(s) to which the route should subscribe. If it 
is not specified, the route subscribes to all window types.

HTTP Interface to the Router

Command Path Description

GET /routers Retrieves all routers in a server. All relevant 
configuration data is returned in the response.

GET /routers/routerID Retrieves the router specified by routerId, if it exists. 
All relevant configuration data is returned in the 
response.

GET /routerStats Retrieves all router statistics in a server. The routers 
must be configured to collect statistics.

GET /routerStats/routerID Retrieves the router statistics for the router specified 
by routerId, if it exists. The router must be 
configured to collect statistics.

PUT /routers/routerID Creates a new router named routerId. The request 
body must contain the router definition.

Parameters

overwrite
Boolean value indicating whether to 
overwrite the router.
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Command Path Description

PUT /routerEngines/routerID/
engineID

Creates a new router engine for router routerId 
named engineId. The request body must contain the 
engine definition.

Parameters

overwrite
Boolean value indicating whether to 
overwrite the engine.

PUT /routerDestinations/routerID/
destinationID

Creates a new router destination for router routerId 
named destinationId. The request body must contain 
the destination definition.

Parameters

overwrite
Boolean value indicating whether to 
overwrite the destination.

PUT /routerDestinations/routerID/
destinationID/state?
value=initialized

Sets the state of the destination to initialized.

PUT /routerRoutes/routerID/
routeID

Creates a new route for router routerId named 
routeId. The request body must contain the route 
definition.

Parameters

overwrite
Boolean value indicating whether to 
overwrite the route.

DELETE /routers/routerID Deletes the router that is specified by routerID.

DELETE /routerEngines/routerID/
engineID

Deletes the engine for routerID named engineID.

DELETE /routerDestinations/routerID/
destinationID

Deletes the destination for routerID named 
destinationID.

DELETE /routerRoutes/routerID/
routeID

Deletes the route for routerID named routeID.

Fault Tolerance

Routers constantly monitor the health of engine connections through the publish/subscribe ping API request. If 
and when an engine failure is detected, the containing router takes the following actions:

n Cleans up any subscription and publish clients coming from and going to that engine

n Clears any cached information from the router's storage, such as model information and schemas

n Begins reconnection, which involves the following:
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o Each time that the router is pinged, up to the specified number of primary-retries, sends a ping request to 
the disconnected host and port.

o When more than the specified number of primary-retries have failed, the router waits until the expiration 
of the secondary-retry-interval before attempting a ping.

o If the ping is successful, re-reads model and schema information from the engine. Then re-establishes all 
appropriate subscribers and publishers.

When a connection to an engine has failed, you might see messages such as the following on the console 
(depending on your log levels):

2016-03-08T13:16:26,612; INFO ; 00000000; DF.ESP; (EspRouter.cpp:591); 
'retrying engine esp1 (espsrv01.unx.sas.com:26003), retries 1'
2016-03-08T13:16:26,612; ERROR; 00000000; DF.ESP; (dfESPpubsubClient.cpp:1197); 
connectToHost(): trying to connect to espsrv01.unx.sas.com:26003, connect: 
Connection refused

You might see the following messages upon successful reconnection:

2016-03-08T13:35:02,919; INFO ; 00000000; DF.ESP; (EspRouter.cpp:614); 
'engine esp1 reinitialized'

Because the destination and route definitions contain dynamic definitions, they are all run against the new model 
retrieved from the newly reconnected engine. So suppose you were subscribing to all aggregate windows and 
the engine was taken down to add two aggregate windows. You would subscribe to all of those windows upon a 
successful reconnection.

Functions

Router destinations can use functions to dynamically determine how to deal with each incoming event. For 
example, a publish-destination can dynamically publish an event to a different engine, project, continuous query, 
and source window depending on the content of the event. A writer-destination can generate the output filename 
from the content of the event.

You can use any functions described in “Functional Window and Notification Window Support Functions” in SAS 
Event Stream Processing: Programming Reference. To reference an event variable, prepend a $ to the name of 
the event field:

equals($brokerName,'Joe')

You also get some extra contextual variables that you can use:

n _router - the name of the containing router

n _project - the name of the project from which the event arrived

n _contquery - the name of the continuous query from which the event arrived

n _window - the name of the window from which the event arrived

You use these variables the same way as you would event values:

<file-func>string('output/',$_router,'.',$_window,'.data')</file-func>

A publish-destination can also use functions to manipulate event values prior to publishing. To do this, just 
specify an <event-fields> element in the configuration for the destination:

<event-fields>
   <init>
      <value name='guid'>guid()</value>
      <value name='counter'>0</value>
   </init>
   <fields>
      <field name='instance'>$guid</field>
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      <field name='counter'>sum($counter,1)</field>
   </fields>
</event-fields>

The <init> section contains functions to initialize values to be used by functions in the <fields> section. For each 
event, all functions in the <fields> section are run. For any <field> element with a name matching a field in the 
event schema, the output of the function is used to set the event field value. The functions modify only event 
values for that destination and do not affect any other destinations to which the event is sent.

Logging Levels

Routers use the logging context esp.router to provide operational information at different logging levels:

n INFO - shows information about setting up subscribers and publishers. Since publishers can be dynamic, this 
information is not always shown in the log. However, if you have a static publisher (no functions used to 
determine the destination source window), the log shows it when the publisher is initialized.

2016-03-09T07:52:48,335; INFO ; 00000000; DF.ESP; (Destination.cpp:543); 
'setting up publisher: esp2/project/query/trades'
2016-03-09T07:52:48,537; INFO ; 00000000; DF.ESP; (EspRouter.cpp:1187); '
create route 'trades'
    engine=esp1
    window=transform
    subscribe to: esp1/project/query/transform
    destinations: trades
end create route 'trades'

2016-03-09T07:52:49,001; INFO ; 00000000; DF.ESP; (EspRouter.cpp:1187); '
create route 'logger'
    engine=esp2
    type=aggregate|copy
    subscribe to: esp2/project/query/brokerAlertsAggr
    subscribe to: esp2/project/query/frontRunningBuy
    subscribe to: esp2/project/query/frontRunningSell
    subscribe to: esp2/project/query/violationCounts
    destinations: log
end create route 'logger'

n •DEBUG - shows information about the actual routing of events when there is event traffic. It shows the 
subscriber that received events, the number of events received, and the destinations to which they are sent:

 
2016-03-09T08:09:15,337; DEBUG; 00000008; DF.ESP; (EspRouter.cpp:1333); '
handle 1302 events for subscriber: 
dfESP://espsrv01.unx.sas.com:26003/project/query/transform, 
sending to destination(s) trades
'
2016-03-09T08:09:15,381; DEBUG; 00000012; DF.ESP; (EspRouter.cpp:1333); '
handle 1 events for subscriber: 
dfESP://espsrv01.unx.sas.com:27003/project/query/frontRunningBuy, 
sending to destination(s) log
'
2016-03-09T08:09:15,382; DEBUG; 00000016; DF.ESP; (EspRouter.cpp:1333); '
handle 1 events for subscriber: 
dfESP://espsrv01.unx.sas.com:27003/project/query/violationCounts, 
sending to destination(s) log
'
2016-03-09T08:09:15,382; DEBUG; 00000010; DF.ESP; (EspRouter.cpp:1333); '
handle 2 events for subscriber: 
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dfESP://espsrv01.unx.sas.com:27003/project/query/brokerAlertsAggr, 
sending to destination(s) log

n TRACE - displays the actual events received (this can be quite a lot of information streaming to the console 
of course).

2016-03-09T08:13:05,605; TRACE; 00000008; DF.ESP; (EspRouter.cpp:1329); '
handle 1064 events for subscriber: 
dfESP://espsrv01.unx.sas.com:26003/project/query/transform, 
sending to destination(s) trades
event (insert): broker=1012334,brokerAddress=SAS Campus Drive Cary NC 27513,
brokerEmail=919-123-4567,brokerName=Lisa,brokerage=ESP & SAS,buyer=0,
buysellflg=0,closeSeconds=54000,closeTimeGMT=20:00:00,currency=87236,
date=Wed Aug  4 09:30:00 2010,id=10046471,msecs=2005,openSeconds=30600,
openTimeGMT=13:30:00,price=20.92,quant=1539,seller=8377283,symbol=LOW,
time=1280928600,timeAfterOpen=3600,timeTillClose=19800,tradeSeconds=34200,
venue=55111
event (insert): broker=1012334,brokerAddress=SAS Campus Drive Cary NC 27513,
brokerEmail=919-123-4567,brokerName=Lisa,brokerage=ESP & SAS,buyer=0,
buysellflg=1,closeSeconds=54000,closeTimeGMT=20:00:00,currency=87236,
date=Wed Aug  4 09:30:00 2010,id=10116905,msecs=728,openSeconds=30600,
openTimeGMT=13:30:00,price=109.94,quant=1000,seller=8123541,symbol=LQD,
time=1280928600,timeAfterOpen=3600,timeTillClose=19800,tradeSeconds=34200,
venue=55555
...

Example: Subscribing to a Window in One Engine and 
Publishing Events to Another

The following example defines two engines. It subscribes to a single window in the one of them, esp1, and 
publishes these events to the second, esp2. It also subscribes to all aggregate and copy windows in esp2 and 
sends them to a writer-destination, which writes the events to a file.

<engine>
   <esp-routers>
      <esp-router name='router'>
         <esp-engines>
            <esp-engine name='esp1' host='espsrv01.unx.sas.com' port='26003' />
            <esp-engine name='esp2' host='espsrv01.unx.sas.com' port='27003' />
         </esp-engines>
         <esp-destinations>
            <publish-destination name='trades' opcode='insert'>
               <publish-target>
                  <engine-func>esp2</engine-func>
                  <project-func>project</project-func>
                  <contquery-func>query</contquery-func>
                  <window-func>trades</window-func>
               </publish-target>
               <event-fields>
                  <fields>
                     <field name='field1'>
                       string($_project,'/',$_contquery,'/',$_window)
                     </field>
                     <field name='field2'>$brokerName</field>
                  </fields>
               </event-fields>
            </publish-destination>
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            <writer-destination name='log' format='json'>
               <file-func>
                  string('output/',$_router,'.',$_window,'.data')
               </file-func>
            </writer-destination>
         </esp-destinations>
         <esp-routes>
            <esp-route name='trades' to='trades'>
               <engine-expr>esp1</engine-expr>
               <window-expr>transform</window-expr>
            </esp-route>
            <esp-route name='logger' to='log'>
               <engine-expr>esp2</engine-expr>
               <type-expr>aggregate|copy</type-expr>
            </esp-route>
         </esp-routes>
      </esp-router>
   </esp-routers>
</engine>

The full schema is as follows:

 <esp-routers>
<esp-router name="">
     <esp-engines>
        <esp-engine name="" host="" port="" />
        ...
     </esp-engines>
     <esp-destinations>
        <publish-destination name="" opcode="">
           <filter-func>[code]</filter-func>
           <publish-target>
              <engine-func>[code]</engine-func>
              <project-func>[code]</project-func>
              <contquery-func>[code]</contquery-func>
              <window-func>[code]</window-func>
           </publish-target>
           <event-fields>
              <init>
                 <value name="">[code]</value>
                 ...
              </init>
              <fields>
                 <field name="">[code]</field>
                 ...
              </fields>
           </event-fields>
        </publish-destination>
        ...
        <writer-destination name="" format="" dateformat="">
           <file-func>[code]</file-func>
        </writer-destination>
        ...
     </esp-destinations>
     <esp-routes>
        <esp-route name="" to="" snapshot="true|false">
           <engine-expr>[regex]</engine-expr>
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           <project-expr>[regex]</project-expr>
           <contquery-expr>[regex]</contquery-expr>
           <window-expr>[regex]</window-expr>
           <type-expr>[regex]</type-expr>
        </esp-route>
        ...
     </esp-routes>
  </esp-router>
</esp-routers>

Dynamic Model Changes

Overview

You can change models that are running in the ESP server by submitting a modified XML project to the server.

Suppose you start a model, which might be connected to a data source through a connector or adapter:

dfesp_xml_server -http-admin 62000 -pubsub 62001 -model file://model.xml 

Submit the modified model to the server:

dfesp_xml_client -url "http://localhost:62000/SASESP/projects/project_01/state?
value=modified&projectUrl=file://model-updated.xml" -put

The server compares the submitted project to the currently running project to determine a sequence of Insert, 
Replace, and Delete window actions. It transforms the running project into the submitted project.

Safeguards

The ESP server attempts to force an all-or-nothing atomic update on the model by checking for valid model 
changes before performing the low-level model changes:

n The updated project must pass XML schema validation.

n The updated project must pass runtime validation. A temporary project is created using the updated project, 
and the directed graph is traversed to determine whether all runtime constraints are valid. This traversal 
ensures that the updated project will start if it is simply loaded as a new project.

n The existing project and the updated project are compared. A sequence of project changes is constructed. 
This sequence is checked to see whether any explicitly disallowed change operations are present.

Window Modifications

Insert a Window

A new window is inserted into the directed graph and its edges are created. Any data that can be obtained from 
the input windows of the new window are placed in the execution queue of the new window to be immediately 
processed. There are no restrictions on window insertion.

Delete a Window

You cannot delete a window that is participating in connector orchestration. There are no restrictions on 
changing a window that has a connector when it is not part of connector orchestration and has no output edges. 
Deletion of a window internal to a continuous query forces the deletion of all windows farther down the directed 
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graph. This is accomplished by recursively deleting all windows that are output windows of the deleted window. 
None of these windows can participate in connector orchestration. It is not possible to delete a window from the 
middle of a continuous query without deleting its children.

Replace a Window

You can replace one window with another as long as there are no connectors associated with it. The replaced 
window must be of the same type and have the same name and schema as the window being replaced. 
Replaced windows maintain the full state of all indices. When the window being replaced has a retention policy, 
the new window must have the same type of retention policy. However, you can change the retention amount 
(number of time units or events). Expression calculations can also change, as well as slot expressions. 
Incomplete pattern instances are lost.

Replace an Aggregate Window

When the old aggregate window is nonadditive, all aggregate functions can be changed. The internal state for 
the aggregate is regenerated.

When the old aggregate window is additive, there are two possible cases:

n If the new replacement aggregate window does not change any aggregation functions, all state is retained. 
Future operations on the new aggregate window produce consistent results.

n If some aggregations functions were changed, then the state for all the aggregate functions is cleared. 
Aggregation effectively restarts with new events coming in. This works for insert-only data, but in the case of 
non-insert-only data, the first update or delete event causes the aggregate values to return NULL. There is 
no way to compute the correct answer.

Replace an Edge

You can modify an edge if the only change is to the specified output slot.

Restrictions

The following project- or query-level changes are not allowed:

n changes to elements or attributes that are not windows or edges

n changes that involve only adding or removing edges

n the addition of a new edge whose target is an existing window

To further clarify, the dynamic service facility currently implements an add window call. This call takes as 
parameters the new window and the parent windows of that new window. The add window call implicitly creates 
edges from the parent windows to the new window. There is no command to add an edge, so it is impossible to 
create a new edge from any window to an existing window.
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